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Chiral conducting polymer (CCP) nanomaterials have been the subject of several studies due to their unique electrical and chiroptical properties as well as promising applications. This review mainly summarizes the advances made in the synthesis and applications of CCP nanomaterials in the past two decades. According to the origin of chirality, the fabrication of CCP nanomaterials can be distinguished into chiral induction and achiral preparation strategies. Under the induction of chiral factors (such as chiral substituent, chiral doping acid, or chiral template), the chirality of the conducting polymer (CP) nanomaterials is induced by the chirality transfer from the chiral factors to the CP nanomaterials. In achiral preparation systems, the asymmetrical assembly of CPs results in the supramolecular chirality of the CP nanomaterials. Subsequently, the applications of CCP nanomaterials in enantioselective recognition are reviewed. Besides, the challenges and prospects for constructing advanced CCP nanomaterials are discussed.

1. Introduction

Conducting polymers (CPs) possess a long π-conjugated electron system in their molecular chain structures, and they exhibit unique electrical properties that cover the entire insulator–semiconductor–metal range. In general, the redox features of CPs can be facilely adjusted via reversible acid/base doping/dedoping processes. For example, polyaniline (PANI) may reversibly change its oxidation state by doping/dedoping or oxidation/reduction routes. Also, the organic nature of CPs can be conveniently tuned by appending functional groups to the polymer backbone. The reversible redox feature and tunable organic nature of CPs offer efficient approaches to control their electrical and optical properties. Moreover, many approaches have been reported for the fabrication of CP nanomaterials with various morphologies such as nanofibers, nanotubes, and nanofilms, which can enhance their properties.
Therefore, CP materials have exhibited diverse applications in different fields, and they have been suggested to be one of the most promising functional materials. 5,6

Chirality—which is ubiquitous in nature—often contributes toward the exceptional specificity of metabolic processes in the biosome. 7 When artificial materials possess a chiral feature, chiral optical activities can become an additional functionality in the materials. 8,9 Endowing CP materials with chirality can result in multifunctionality and may generate new interdisciplinary areas such as chiral electronics, chiral optics, and chiral optoelectronics. Chiral conducting polymers (CCPs) exhibit not only high electrical conductivity, but also exceptional chiroptical properties that open new potential applications in chiral electronic devices, electrochemical asymmetric catalysis, electrochemical chiral sensing, or enantioselective separation of enantiomeric drugs. 10,11 Among these applications of CCP nanomaterials, enantioselective recognition is very important for obtaining pure enantiomers in their mixtures. Since enantiomers have identical physicochemical properties and therefore also share the same electrochemical reactivity, they can only be discriminated by the electron transfer process occurring in an enantiopure chiral environment.
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Due to their potential applications, CCP nanomaterials have garnered increasing attention in the past two decades. Some reviews dealing with the preparation, properties, and applications of CCPs have been reported in recent years. For example, Kane-Maguire et al. summarized the preparation and properties of CCPs. 10 Yang et al. summarized the chirality transfer from molecules to the supramolecular structures of CPs. 11 Multi-component chirality in conjugated polymers and their properties have been reviewed by Verswyvel et al. 12 The applications of CCPs in the fields of electrochemical enantiorecognition 13 and spin filter 14 have also been recently reviewed. Although many studies about CCPs have been reported to date, to purposively design and synthesize chiral nanostructures of CPs is still a scientific challenge. For better understanding the recent developments and arousing new research ideas in this field, it is highly desirable to systematically summarize the syntheses and applications of CCP nanomaterials.

In this review, we mainly focus on new developments in the preparation of CCP nanomaterials and their applications in enantioselective separation and sensing developed in the past two decades. This review aims to provide a general overview of the recent advances in this field and stimulate new research ideas for the designing and synthesis of CCP nanomaterials with worthwhile properties and promising applications. Overall, the fabrication of CCP nanomaterials can be distinguished into chiral and achiral preparation strategies, as listed in Table 1. The chiral preparation of CCP includes chiral substituent-induced, chiral doping-acid-induced, and chiral template-induced methods. Generally, bearing chiral substituents into monomer units is a crucial factor for the chiral substituent-induced fabrication, while chiral doping-acid- or chiral template-induced methods require compact interactions between the monomers and chiral acids or templates. Achiral preparation of CCPs is significant due to the generation of chirality and economic processability, but the type of chiral control is still a challenge.

2. Synthesis of CCP nanomaterials

2.1. Chiral preparation

2.1.1. Induction of chiral substituents

2.1.1.1. Chiral PANI bearing a chiral substituent. In order to induce chirality, chiral substituents can be introduced to the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Limitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chiral preparation</td>
<td>Induction of chiral substituent leading to intrinsic chirality of CPs after polymerization</td>
<td>Stable chirality under various environment conditions</td>
<td>Difficult for synthesis of monomer bearing chiral substituent, and for polymerization of such monomer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Introducing chirality in CPs via intermolecular interactions with chiral doping acid</td>
<td>Easy to operate utilizing doping characters of CPs, or intermolecular interactions</td>
<td>Instability of chirality under various environment conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chirality transfer from chiral template to CPs after template-assisted polymerization</td>
<td>Controlling chirality of CP nanomaterials by chiral template</td>
<td>Requiring compact interactions between CPs and chiral template</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generation of chirality for CPs in specially appointed achiral system through asymmetrical assembly</td>
<td>Economic and environmentally friendly process</td>
<td>Difficult to control single chirality of CP nanomaterials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of different strategies involved in the synthesis of CCP nanomaterials
repeat units of CPs via the formation of a covalent bond. For example, Goto\textsuperscript{15} were the first to synthesize an aniline monomer bearing a chiral substituent and then prepared emeraldine salts 1 with strong optical activity by the interfacial polymerization with ammonium persulfate (APS) as the oxidant in mixed solvents.

Besides the induction of a chiral substituent into a monomer, the chiral substituent can also be grafted onto PANI polymer chains. Reece \textit{et al.} reported the preparation of chiral \textit{N}-substituted emeraldine salt 2 via the reaction of the emeraldine base with (1S)-(+)-10-camphorsulfonyl chloride in mixed organic solvents.\textsuperscript{16} Two bands were observed at 405 and 460 nm in the circular dichroism (CD) spectrum of the product in \textit{N}-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) solvent, which was related to the UV-vis absorption at 435 nm. The signals in the CD and UV-vis spectra could confirm the chirality of the obtained PANI caused by a covalently attached group. After dedoping by a basic solution, the chiral emeraldine salts with a chiral character were transferred into emeraldine bases, where the chiral character could be retained. However, the grafting of the chiral substituent to the polymer was seldom reported for other CPs [polypyrrole (PPY) or polythiophene (PTH)].
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2.1.1.2. Chiral PPY bearing a chiral substituent. In earlier studies, Pleus \textit{et al.} synthesized PPYs 3 and 4 by grafting chiral side chains at the 3-position and ring N atom of the pyrrole units, respectively.\textsuperscript{17} Initially, CD measurements were not performed, but the enantioselective properties could be determined by the cyclic voltammetry (CV) data when (+)- or (−)-camphorsulfonic acid (CSA) ions existed in the testing system.

With FeCl\textsubscript{3} as the oxidant, Costello \textit{et al.} synthesized several PPYs bearing chiral ester substituents via the chemical polymerization of pyrrole monomers 5 in water/CH\textsubscript{3}CN [R = (R)- and (S)-menthol, -boc-alaninol, and -phenylethanol].\textsuperscript{18} The electro-polymerization method was also used to prepare chiral PPYs 6 and 7 in an organic solvent when their monomers were grafted with chiral ester units at the ring N atoms.\textsuperscript{19} If the chiral CSA ions existed in the preparation system, their chiral discrimination toward chiral ions could be observed by measuring the changes in the S/N ratios.

2.1.1.3. Chiral PTH bearing a chiral substituent. Using the McCullough methodology, Koeckelberghs \textit{et al.} prepared chiral poly[3-(4-alkoxythiophene)] and studied the two-step aggregation processes of this polymer.\textsuperscript{20} They found that the evaporation ratio of the solvent could affect the assembly and deposition of the polymer chains. If the solvent was slowly evaporated, poly[3-(4-alkoxythiophene)] chains could form an ordered and chiral film, while the achiral film comprising random coils would be generated when the solvent was rapidly evaporated. By controlling the evaporation rate of the solvent, an intermediate state between the random coils and aggregates could be observed in the film, which comprised rigid and coplanar polymer strands. Moreover, they reported a chiral and regioregular PTH substituted with a chiral and conjugated group using a coupling reaction method.\textsuperscript{21} When the polymer backbone aggregated, these conjugated and chiral side chains would become asymmetrically (chirally) organized.

Further, a modified McCullough method was developed by Koeckelberghs \textit{et al.} to prepare regioregular PTH 8.\textsuperscript{22} The film of PTH 8 showed an obvious Cotton effect in the CD spectrum, corresponding to the $\pi$-$\pi^*$ absorption band, where a large chiral anisotropy factor was found ($g = 10^{-2}$) at 745 nm. Chiral PTH 8 in the neutral form could be oxidized by iodine into the oxidized form, while oxidized PTH 8 could also be reduced to the neutral form when treated with hydrazine.
The modified McCullough route was also used to produce chiral PTHs 9 and 10 by grafting chiral methylbutyl and ethylhexyl sides, respectively.\textsuperscript{23} It was found that both PTH 9 and 10 exhibited good chiroptical properties. For bulkier 10 in a xylene/DMF solution, $g$ was as high as $1.8 \times 10^{-2}$ at 625 nm, corresponding to the $\pi-\pi^*$ absorption band, which was $2.9 \times 10^{-2}$ as this polymer formed a thin film in toluene. PTH 9 and 10 could also be oxidized by iodine into doped salts with a chiral character. Besides, Stille-type coupling reactions were also reported to produce chiral PTHs, such as PTH 11 and 12, which could form a film from an organic solvent and exhibited excellent optical activity.\textsuperscript{24} Other chiral PTHs bearing different chiral substituents\textsuperscript{25,26} have also been synthesized by different methods. Recently, the influence of the position of a chiral substituent on the conformation of the undecathiophene chain has been studied using the density functional theory method.\textsuperscript{27}

2.1.2. Induction of a chiral doping acid. CPs are normally synthesized in the presence of a doping acid; therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the chirality of CPs can also be induced by a chiral doping acid. Although there are no chiral carbon atoms in CP chains, the optical activities of PANI can stem from the asymmetric conformation of CP backbone caused by the doping of a chiral acid. In general, the induction of chirality in CP nanomaterials by means of a doping acid can be summarized as follows: (i) induction of chiral doping acid through the electrochemical polymerization route, (ii) induction of chiral doping acid through the chemical polymerization route, and (iii) induction of chiral doping acid through self-assembly.

2.1.2.1. Induction of chiral doping acid through the electrochemical polymerization route. Zhang et al. reported that enantiomeric CSA could induce optical activity in PANI via electrochemical preparation.\textsuperscript{28} They prepared optically active PANI films on various substrates (working electrodes) such as Au, indium tin oxide, and graphite by the electrodeposition method in the CSA solution by adjusting the potential. In the two-step potential method with unchanged 2nd potential (0.7 V), the 1st potentials were set to 0.85, 0.95, and 1.05 V for graphite, Au, and indium tin oxide electrodes, respectively. The setting potentials were marginally higher than that of aniline oxidation for triggering the polymerization reaction of aniline. In the electrodeposition process, the stereochemical selectivity of PANI chains could be achieved when they were deposited on different electron substrates with chiral CSA. The chirality of the PANI film was further proven by the Cotton effects evident in the CD spectra, which showed symmetrical CD curves for $S$-CSA and $R$-CSA. Besides, it was found that once the oxidation polymerization was initiated, the effect of different electrodes on the polymerization of aniline was relatively marginal. The obtained PANI films showed mat-like porous structures, which were knitted by twisted nanofibers.

Besides chiral PANI films, helical PANI nanofibers were also prepared by means of electrochemical polymerization and using enantiomeric CSA as the doping acid. Weng et al. synthesized helical PANI nanofibers via a direct electrochemical method in the presence of $S$-CSA or $R$-CSA as the dopant.\textsuperscript{29} They performed electrochemical polymerization where indium tin oxide, platinum, and saturated calomel electrodes were used as the working, counter, and reference electrodes, respectively. The prepared product was composed of twisted nanofibers with diameters of approximately 100 nm and length of several microns. Using $S$-CSA as the doping acid, the prepared product mainly comprised right-handed nanofibers, while left-handed PANI nanofibers were found to be the main morphology in the product afforded when $R$-CSA was used as the doping acid (Fig. 1). It was demonstrated that the chirality of PANI could be retained when CSA was removed via a dedoping process. Moreover, the chiroptical properties of the products could be reversibly adjusted by facilely tuning the potentials used in the preparation process.

Steric effects introduced by the substituent on the structure and chirality were reported by Lee et al.\textsuperscript{30} They used the potentiodynamic method to prepare chiral PANI, poly(o-toluidine) (POT), and poly(o-anisidine) (POA) with $S$-CSA as the dopant. Due to steric hindrance, the substituent in the monomer unit could not only affect the conformation of CP chains, but also change the doping degree of the products. Accordingly, the microstructure, crystallinity, and chiroptical

![Fig. 1](image-url) (a and b) SEM images of helical PANI nanofibers prepared by the electropolymerization of aniline in the presence of $S$-CSA (a) and $R$-CSA (b) as the dopants. Reprinted with permission from ref. 29. Copyright 2010 Elsevier.
activity of the obtained products could also be adjusted by the steric hindrance caused by the substituent. Relatively speaking, the steric effects induced by the methyl substituent of the CP chain was found to be larger than those induced by the methoxy group in the ortho position. It was found that the steric effect increased in the order of PANI < POA < POT, while the doping level decreased.

2.1.2.2. Induction of chiral doping acid through the chemical polymerization route. Chiral PANI nanomaterials with different morphologies have been synthesized by the chemical polymerization of monomers in the presence of chiral doping acids, such as L-phenylalanine (l-Phe). However, CSA has been the most frequently used chiral doping acid for inducing the chirality or chiroptical properties of CP nanomaterials.

It is well known that APS is often employed as the oxidizing agent in the oxidation polymerization of aniline, which can be reduced to the sulphate anion by the oxidation of aniline. In the reaction system including CSA, the sulphate anion may often compete with the CSA anion to interact with the newly produced oligomer or PANI chains driven by electrostatic attractions, which may affect the chiral conformation of polymer chains. For weakening this influence, an aniline oligomer is often introduced into the preparation system, which can interact with the chiral dopant and may assume the initial chiral conformation prior to the polymerization reaction.

Earlier, Li et al. developed an oligomer-assisted route to synthesize optically active PANI nanofibers in concentrated CSA solutions with APS as the oxidant. As the final product, a dark-green viscous suspension was obtained via an optimized synthesis procedure, which was composed of PANI nanofibers (Fig. 2a). Evidently, these nanofibers were further entangled and twisted to form a fiber network. The experimental parameters could be employed to adjust the molar ellipticity of these PANI nanofibers varying by 5 orders of magnitude. The chirality of PANI nanofibers was found to increase with the aniline/CSA ratio. In the chemical polymerization reaction, aniline oligomers (Fig. 2c) might play the role of a seed in the generation of chiral PANI, since they could be easily oxidized with APS than the aniline monomer. With a relatively high

anisotropy factor, the trimer (b2, b6) could be rapidly oxidized and polymerized with the aniline monomer to synthesize chiral PANI.

Later, it was found that PANI twisted nanofibers were also produced via the chemical polymerization of monomers induced by chiral R- or S-CSA without an aniline oligomer.

For instance, Yan et al. reported the successful synthesis of chiral PANI in the presence of R-CSA and studied the effect of [R-CSA]/[An] ratio on the morphology of chiral PANI nanostructures. With the [R-CSA]/[An] ratio of 1/2 or 1, the chemical polymerization of aniline could produce dendritic PANI tubes, while twisted nanofibers were formed at higher [R-CSA]/[An] ratios (such as 5 or 80). It was suggested that R-CSA might form micelles with aniline when its concentration was sufficiently high, which favored the formation of twisted nanofibers. It was found that the produced PANI chains were in the doped state and exhibited extended conformations. The CD data of the obtained products confirmed that PANI chains should assume helical conformation with single-handedness, which could be ascribed to the chiral induction function of R-CSA through H-bonding and ionic interactions.

Usually, by using R-CSA as the chiral doping acid in the preparation process, right-handed PANI can be obtained with stable conformation. However, Yan et al. found that R-CSA could also induce left-handed CPs by the copolymerization of aniline and m-toluidine (m-An) (Fig. 3a). In the typical chemical polymerization route, one aniline molecule reacts with another one by the linking of the amino group of the first unit and the para-position of the phenyl ring of the second unit. When a methyl group is introduced into the second unit, the amino group of aniline is still linked with the para position of the aniline derivative [such as m-An or o-toluidine (o-An)] to form a dimer. However, the phenyl ring of the derivative should rotate by a given angle to free its amino group for the subsequent linking reaction. Due to steric hindrance from the methyl group in the aniline derivative, R-CSA as the dopant may interact with the amino end along the right-handed direction of the dimer via ionic and H-bonding interactions. Therefore, the suceedent linking reaction of the monomer can occur on another amino end in the left-handed direction of the dimer (Fig. 3b). According to this proposal, it is possible that the
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Fig. 2 (a and b) TEM micrograph of the chiral PANI nanofiber network (a) and magnification of a fiber bundle with embedded helical nanofibers (b). (c) Molecular structures of phenylamine-capped oligomers (a0) and amine–amine-capped oligomers (b0). Reprinted with permission from ref. 38. Copyright 2004 American Chemical Society.
copolymerization of aniline and aniline derivative results in the left-handed conformation and even left-handed twisted nanofibers in the reaction system with \( R \)-CSA as the dopant. As found in their experiments, right-handed nanofibers could still be produced in the copolymerization system of aniline as well as \( o \)-An; however, the reaction of aniline and \( m \)-An can yield left-handed nanofibers. Helical inversion can be attributed to the hindrance of the methyl group at the meta position of the phenyl ring. In fact, the copolymers of aniline with \( m \)-An (PMANI) and that of aniline with \( o \)-An (POANI) yielded identical chemical components. Therefore, chiral reversal can be attributed to steric hindrance instead of the chemical components.

For pure PANI and POANI nanofibers, only right-handed helical nanofibers were observed, while left-handed helical nanofibers became predominant for \([m\text{-An}]/[\text{An}] = 1 : 10\).

Besides single-handed helical nanofibers, the helical heterojunctions of PANI nanofibers were produced via the copolymerization of aniline and \( N \)-methyl aniline (\( N \)-An) with \( R \)-CSA as the dopant (Fig. 4).\(^{12}\) By fine-tuning the \( N\text{-An}/\text{An} \) molar ratio, the handedness of the nanostructures (helical heterojunction) can be reversed in one helical nanofiber. By altering the \([N\text{-An}]/[\text{An}] \) ratio from 1 : 10 to 1 : 2, the CD peaks at 435 nm changed from negative to positive, confirming the conformation reversal of the copolymer chain. Moreover, the morphology of the obtained nanofibers was found to change from right-handed to left-handed (Fig. 4a and b). When the \([N\text{-An}]/[\text{An}] \) molar ratio was modified to 1 : 2.5, it was found that the product exhibited certain interesting helical nanofibers that exhibited both left-handed and right-handed lengths. The junction between the left-handed and right-handed lengths exhibited a heterojunction character. It was suggested that the formation of such a helical heterojunction might be due to the specific reaction system. The steric hindrance of the methyl group of \( N \)-An might affect the copolymerization of aniline and \( N \)-An, further controlling the helical direction of the nanofibers.

In addition, it has been reported that the steric effect caused by a substituent could induce chiral reversal from right-handed to left-handed nanohelixes, which was followed by a
conformational change from an extended long chain to a compact coil.\textsuperscript{43} Chiral ortho-substituted PANIs, such as POA, POT, poly(o-ethylaniline) (POE), poly(o-chloroaniline) (POC), and their copolymers with aniline, have been prepared by chemical polymerization with CSA as the dopant in an aqueous solution. Evidently, ortho-substituted PANIs always exhibit an opposite chirality feature with respect to conventional PANI without any substitutes. With regard to these copolymers, their chirality was usually related to the steric hindrance of the substituent groups. On the other hand, increasing the content of the aniline derivative in the monomer mixture could enhance the steric effect, resulting in chiral reversal in the product. In other words, introducing a substituent at the ortho position of the aniline unit could be used to facilely control the chirality of CPs.

Recently, Li et al. developed a new approach to control the chirality, namely, the concentration of chiral doping acid (S-CSA) could be employed to tune the handedness of the PANI twisted nanofibers in an oligomer-assisted polymerization reaction.\textsuperscript{44} In their preparation modality, aniline oligomer comprising two amino group on its ends (2AO) was introduced into the reaction system to assist the chemical polymerization process. As reported, left-handed PANI nanofibers could be produced with lower S-CSA amounts (Fig. 5a), while the polymerization reaction at concentrated S-CSA afforded right-handed PANI nanofibers with the other experimental conditions remaining unchanged (Fig. 5b). Again, the CD data indicated that the chirality inversion of the PANI nanofibers depended on the [S-CSA]/[aniline] ratio. To illustrate such chirality inversion, two interaction models between the aniline oligomer and S-CSA were proposed for different dopant usages (Fig. 5c). At low [S-CSA] concentrations, one CSA molecule might form two H-bonding interactions with the two amino groups at the ends of one 2AO molecule. Obviously, the 2AO molecule would curve for interacting with one dopant molecule, exhibiting curved conformation. At high [S-CSA] concentrations, one 2OA molecule can interact with two CSA molecules at the two amino ends, where the oligomer would assume an expanded and twisted structure. Two oligomer molecules with two different conformations would act as polymerization seeds for inducing the growth of PANI chains. A curved 2AO seed might induce the left-handed conformation in the prepared polymer chain, which further afforded left-handed nanofibers. Accordingly, right-handed PANI nanofibers could be obtained from the induction and propagation of the twisted and expanded 2AO molecules. When S-CSA was replaced by R-CSA, a similar phenomenon could be observed in the experiments. Besides, it was found that the polymerization temperature (high or low) could also be used to adjust the handedness of the obtained PANI nanofibers.

2.1.2.3. Induction of chiral doping acid via self-assembly. In a typical synthesis process, PANI in the emeraldine base form is initially synthesized via the chemical polymerization of aniline with the APS oxidant, and the obtained PANI emeraldine base powder is immersed in deionized water for a given time (e.g., 24 h) and then vacuum-filtered. Then, the hydrated powder is mixed with a chiral doping acid (e.g., CSA) in a good solvent (such as NMP). The solution is maintained at room temperature for a given time (e.g., 48 h) before filtering. Finally, PANI/CSA thin films are cast on quartz slides using the filtrate; chiral PANI can be subsequently obtained. Using the above method, Mire et al. found that certain amino acids (such as glycine, L-tyrosine, etc.) could induce and stabilize the chiroptical properties of PANI films via the self-assembly process.\textsuperscript{45}

Another self-assembly approach can be described as follows: chiral acid-doped PANI can be firstly prepared \textit{via} the chemical polymerization of aniline in the presence of enantiomeric CSA as the chiral doping acid. Then, the prepared chiral PANI was dissolved in a good solvent to form a solution, followed by the addition of a poor solvent to the initial self-assembly process. For achieving self-assembly of the polymer chains, the volume ratio of the good solvent to poor solvent ([G]/[P]) should be precisely controlled during the experiment. The mixed solution is normally acutely stirred or vibrated for several minutes and then allowed to stand for several hours. During the mixing process, PANI polymer chains with optimized conformations...
can aggregate and assemble, thereby minimizing the energy of the system. As a result, supramolecular assemblies were phase-separated from the liquid phase and deposited at the bottom of the reaction vessel. Using the mixed solvent of tetrahydrofuran (THF) and CHCl₃ as the good solvents and methanol as the poor solvent, PANI nanorices and their 2D hexagonal microplates were formed via the abovementioned method, as reported by Yu et al.⁴⁶ By changing the [G]/[P] ratio from 50/50 to 40/60 and 30/70, the microstructures of the obtained products could be changed from rice-like nanostructures to hexagonal plate-like microstructures and twisted nanowires (Fig. 6a–d). Notably, hexagonal plate-like microstructures obtained at [G]/[P] = 40/60 was found to be made up of shoulder–shoulder nanorices. Interestingly, all the three products prepared at different [G]/[P] ratios exhibited positive Cotton effects in their CD spectra, while their solutions in a good solvent showed negative CD signals. Evidently, PANI chains in solution and nanostructures should have different helical conformations. In the nanostructures, strong intermolecular interactions among the polymer chains would change the conformation and might drive the ordered arrangement of PANI, thereby resulting in their helical stacking. The chiral conformation of PANI chains played a key role in their helical stacking as well as the formation of nanorices.

In their continuing investigations, they reported the fabrication of single-handed helical PANI microfibers with a length of over 20 μm at a [G]/[P] ratio of 35:65 using a similar self-assembly method.⁴⁷ In this fabrication method, chiral CSA molecules not only acted as the dopant in the chemical polymerization process to increase the solubility of PANI, but also induced the chiral assembly of PANI since their steric hindrance induced the polymer chains to assume chiral conformation for aggregation. Evidently, using S-CSA as the dopant afforded left-handed helical fiber-like microstructures of PANI, while doping R-CSA into PANI could induce the formation of right-handed microfibers (Fig. 7). In addition to the opposite helical chirality, left- and right-handed helical microfibers had an opposite Cotton effect, as evident from the CD spectra. Evidently, the chirality of the helical microfibers should be related to the chiral doping acid. Further, they found that the obtained microfibers were actually composed of several twisted nanofibers with the same screw direction, indicative of a hierarchical assembly behavior. During the self-assembly process, PANI chains with chiral conformations were initially assembled to form small nanofibers with a helical character driven by π–π stacking forces, which further merged into microfibers because these nanofibers had the same screw direction and strong tendency toward aggregating with each other.⁴⁸ Due to the hierarchical assembly, the induced homo chirality was gradually amplified from chiral molecules to these twisted nanostructures and then to helical microstructures.

Very recently, Yang et al. demonstrated that the molecular chirality in CSA-doped PANI could be transferred to the helical chirality of macroscopic PANI ribbons (Fig. 8).⁴⁹ First, they prepared enantiomeric CSA-doped PANI by the chemical polymerization route. Then, CSA-doped PANI chains were dissolved and self-assembled to form a submicron fiber with a helical sense by using a suitable mixed solvent, which further aggregated into a macro-membrane on a polypropylene substrate. When the membrane was immersed in a THF solvent, it could be peeled from the substrate to form macro-strips. If the THF solvent was replaced by an isopropanol (iPrOH)/THF mixed...
The helical chirality of the ribbons was closely related to the chirality of the CSA dopant used in the initial synthesis reaction of PANI. When S-CSA was used in the preparation, the resultant ribbons exhibited a left-handed helical feature, while right-handed ribbons were obtained as R-CSA was used as the doping acid in the early synthesis process (Fig. 8a). To reveal the curling mechanism, two surfaces of helical ribbons were observed using electron microscopy. The outside surface of the helical ribbons was composed of uniform single-handed fibrous assemblies, while almost straight fibers were found on the inside surface because of the restrictions posed by the substrate (Fig. 8b and c). From the molecular point of view, adding iPrOH into THF induced the intermolecular shrinkage on the surface of the stripe, which further caused the microscopic shrinkage strain along the long axis of the fibrous assemblies in the stripe. The self-assembly technique could be used to transfer the chirality of enantiomeric CSA to the helical sense of fiber-like assemblies. After that, the supramolecular chirality of helical assemblies would induce the shrinkage and curling up of the microscopic ribbons triggered by intermolecular interactions between PANI-CSA and iPrOH molecules.

2.1.3. Induction of a chiral template. It is well known that proteins as natural chiral macromolecules possess secondary helical structures, which may provide a chiral template for the preparation of CCPs. In fact, the protein-induced synthesis of CCPs has garnered considerable attention because of its easy operation and eco-friendly features. Some proteins have been employed in the fabrication of chiral PANI in the last two decades. When right-handed DNA was used as the chiral template, right-handed chiral PANI nanomaterials with positive Cotton effects were usually prepared. It is well known that most of the proteins or enzymes possess evident a-helical content, which would induce right-handed torsion or spiral-ism of PANI chains during the preparation process, thereby leading to positive CD signals.

Zou et al. used horseradish peroxidase (HRP) as a catalyst as well as a chiral template to synthesize chiral and water-soluble PANI in a bis-(2-ethylhexyl) sulfosuccinate micellar solution. Guo et al. reported that inactivated or immobilized hemoglobin (Hb) could be employed as the chiral template to cause the formation of PANI materials with optical activity (Fig. 9). They assumed that the chirality of the obtained PANI originated from the template functions of the protein used therein. Since the Hb protein was inactivated, there were several amino acid molecules present in the reaction solution, which would directly interact with the newly produced PANI chain and induce the chiral conformation. Evidently, the removal of Hb from the product did not change the chirality of the PANI materials. However, the immobilization of Hb by entrapment did not favor the polymerization of aniline as compared to that with natural Hb. Experimental results confirmed that the steric structure of protein could obviously affect the microstructure and molecular arrangement of the resultant PANI.

Insulin, which can form chiral helical superstructures under suitable solution conditions (such pH, salt, etc.), has also been used as a chiral template to fabricate alkoxysulfonate poly(ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT-S). At pH 1.9, insulin could form twisted fibril superstructures with positive charges on the surface, while the sulfonate groups on the side chain of the deprotonated PEDOT-S exhibited negative charges. Driven by electrostatic attractions, PEDOT-S chains could be adsorbed onto the twisted fibril superstructures of insulin. With one-handed insulin as the chiral template, PEDOT-S with the same handedness could be prepared via the chemical polymerization
of monomers. The coherence of chirality between the template and objective material indicated that the chirality of insulin was transferred to PEDOT-S; further, the assembly of PEDOT-S during preparation should be along the long axis of the insulin superstructures. This proposal could be further confirmed by the induced circular dichroism (ICD) spectra, where the positive signals of the protein were related to the positive Cotton effects of the PEDOT-S. Further, the microstructures of the PEDOT-S/insulin complex were always similar to those of the insulin protein. The obtained PEDOT-S/insulin complex was relatively stable in a diluted aqueous solution, and it could retain its helical sense when deposited onto a substrate.

In addition, chiral assemblies (such as organogelators) of amphiphilic molecules have also served as chiral templates to induce CCP superstructures via electrostatic interactions. Xie et al. synthesized helical PPY nanotubes and helical PPY nanofibers using supramolecular helical nanoribbons and chiral gels of amino acid amphiphiles as the chiral templates, respectively.59 N-Myristoyl-L-glutamic acid (L-MGA) self-assembled into helical supramolecular structures in an ethanol/H2O mixed solvent. Driven by weak acid–base interactions, pyrrole monomers could be bound onto L-MGA in a supramolecular helix, resulting in positive charges on the pyrrole molecule. In this case, pyrrole monomers bound onto the supramolecular helix can get easily oxidized with APS, affording oligomers as seeds. These seeds could further polymerize the residual monomers in the solution to form a shell on the surface of the formed helix template. When the helix template was removed, helical nanotubes composed of pure PPY chains were obtained. Induced by the same courses, N-myristoyl-D-glutamic acid–PPY complex could also be formed with the opposite helical directions. Further, N-myristoyl-D-diglutamic acid (l-MDGA) as the gelator was dissolved in hot H2O to form a solution, which was then cooled to room temperature; finally, a hydrogel was formed. In such a gel, a large number of helices were formed by l-MDGA. When the active pyrrole monomers were bound onto the l-MDGA supramolecular structures, they would also be preferentially oxidized to form seeds. With similar growth processes, helical nanofibers of PPY could be prepared.

Very recently, chiral nematic liquid crystal (N*-LC) prepared by mixing nematic liquid crystals and a chiral compound were reported to act as the chiral template for the fabrication of helical polyacetylenes (H-PAs) by interfacial polymerization.60 The chiral compound synthesized in this experiment comprised two segments whose helical chirality could be reversed by simply adjusting the temperature. The chiral compound was mixed with nematic liquid crystals to produce a chiral N*-LC. When the temperature increased or decreased, the chiral compounds could change their helical arrangement, which further induced the liquid crystals to change their helical sense (Fig. 10a and b). H-PAs could be produced through an interfacial polymerization reaction of the monomer occurring in the N*-LC. When the reaction was carried out at lower temperatures, right-handed microstructures of H-PAs could be obtained, while the left-handed morphology was found in the product prepared at higher temperatures (Fig. 10c and d). Notably, the helical direction of the obtained product was not the same as that of the chiral N*-LC template.

2.2. Achiral preparation

In the above preparations involving CCP nanomaterials, chiral factors (chiral substituent, chiral doping acid, or chiral template) were usually crucial for the chirality generation of CP nanomaterials. Although the chiral assembly of some organic molecules was achieved in achiral systems,61 the fabrication of CCP nanomaterials in an achiral reaction system remains a scientific challenge. Without any chiral factors, it is difficult to construct single-handed assemblies, because assembly with special orientations needs additional driving forces (such as steric hindrance). Interestingly, CP supramolecular assemblies with undefined chirality can be obtained in an achiral system. For example, Li et al. synthesized PANI helixes with unknown optical properties by emulsion polymerization with dodecyl benzene sulfonic acid (DBSA) as the dopant as well as surfactant in an achiral system.62 In another work, they reported that PANI helixes with weak chiroptical properties could be prepared in the achiral mixed system including DBSA, aniline, and organic solvents. In this system, onion-like multilamellar vesicles were formed and acted as the soft template for helixes.63 The prepared product was found to contain both left- and right-handed PANI helixes, thereby showing weak CD signals.

Recently, Zhou et al. synthesized twisted ribbon-like nanostructures of the aniline oligomer in an achiral system by performing the chemical polymerization of aniline in a mixed solution of iPrOH and water (Fig. 11a). By simply changing
the iPrOH content in the reaction medium, the twisted orientation of the obtained nanoribbons could be adjusted. For example, most of the nanoribbons obtained with alcohol content of 35% were left-handed (Fig. 11b), whereas chemical polymerization at 45% iPrOH mainly afforded right-handed ribbon-like nanostructures (Fig. 11c). The product prepared at 35% alcohol content (left-handed nanostructures) displayed a negative CD signal at about 201 nm, while a positive Cotton effect could be observed at 202 nm in the CD spectrum of the offspring with 45% alcohol content (right-handed nanostructures) (Fig. 11d). Chemical characterization results revealed that the major component of the products prepared with alcohol content within 35–45% was the aniline oligomer C_{24}H_{20}O_{3}N_{4}. Evidently, such an aniline oligomer had no chiral atom, indicating the presence of an achiral molecular structure. Therefore, it was deduced that the supramolecular chirality of
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(a) Chiral inversion in the spiral optical patterns of N*-LC during the heating and cooling processes. (b) Schematic illustration of the chiral inversion of N*-LC. (c and d) SEM images of the H-PA films synthesized in N*-LCs at (c) −12 and (d) 28 °C. Reprinted with permission from ref. 60. Copyright 2020 John Wiley and Sons.
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(a) FESEM image of the twisted nanoribbons synthesized at 40% iPrOH in the mixed solvent. (b and c) TEM image of the twisted nanoribbons synthesized at (b) 35% and (c) 45% iPrOH. (d) UV-vis and CD spectra of the twisted nanoribbons dispersed in an aqueous solution synthesized at different iPrOH contents. (e and f) Theoretical optimized conformation of C_{24}H_{20}O_{3}N_{4} predominated by (e) H-bonding interactions with the total binding energy of ~251.71 kJ mol^{-1} or (f) conjugated \( \pi-\pi \) stacking interactions with the total binding energy of ~276.73 kJ mol^{-1}. Reprinted with permission from ref. 64. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
the twisted nanostructures might originate from the asymmetric assembly in the system. As an asymmetric molecule along its long axis, the aniline oligomer might induce asymmetric aggregation, where the π–π stacking interactions among the phenyl rings could drive self-assembly along the long axis. The conformations of the molecule should be mainly determined by the major driving force (π–π stacking or H-bonding). In particular, when the major driving force was the conjugated interactions among the phenyl rings, the aniline oligomer appeared as “S”-shaped conformation (Fig. 11e). Under the H-bonding forces among the different oligomer chains, the molecular conformation of this oligomer might form a “V” shape (Fig. 11f). Because of steric hindrance, the oligoaniline molecules with different shapes can exhibit different aggregation modes. For instance, the “S”-like molecules might stack with each other into a left-handed supramolecular structure. In contrast, the right-handed model might be formed by accumulating “V”-shaped aniline oligomers. Once the generation rates for the left- and right-handed models exhibit a slight discrepancy, subsequent aggregation processes can inevitably magnify these discrepancies to generate nanofibers with the preferred helical sense. Therefore, a large number of single-handed nanotwists could be generated with obvious optical properties.

More importantly, these twisted ribbon-like nanostructures of aniline oligomers can be employed to induce the fabrication of chiral PANI nanostructures. Very recently, Zhou et al. found that PANI twisted nanotubes (hollow nanotwists) could be obtained when using these oligomer-based twisted nanoribbons as the reactive template (Fig. 12).65 For achieving twisted nanotubes, a small quantity of hydrochloric acid was introduced into the reaction system. Using similar experimental conditions, they prepared twisted nanoribbons during the initial stages of the reaction, which further evolved into twisted nanotubes by the subsequent chemical polymerization of the aniline oligomers. The obtained twisted nanotubes exhibited well-defined left- or right-handed hollow structures (Fig. 12a–c). Evidently, the addition of hydrochloric acid caused the evolution from solid twisted nanobelts to hollow twisted nanotubes. More importantly, it was found that the final product was PANI with higher molecular weights instead of an aniline oligomer, affording higher environmental stability and more promising applicability. As an initial template, the twisted nanoribbons formed at an early stage of the reaction functioned as a matrix for the adsorption and arrangement of newly formed polymer chains, forming a shell. When the shell of the polymer chains was sufficiently strong, the twisted ribbon-like core of the oligomer would get dissolved into the solution for continued growth. In this way, a twisted shell (tube) comprising PANI chains could be constructed, and the core of the aniline oligomers disappeared (Fig. 12d). Similar to the twisted nanoribbons, the twisted direction of the PANI nanotubes could still be tuned by adjusting the iPrOH content in the mixed solvent. By tuning the iPrOH content, left-handed PANI hollow nanotwists could be produced at 35% iPrOH, showing a negative Cotton effect; however, the right-handed PANI hollow nanotwists prepared at 45% iPrOH displayed a positive Cotton effect.

3. Applications in enantioselective recognition

The enantioselective recognition and separation of CCP nanomaterials may be one of the most promising applications because of the high efficiency in obtaining pure enantiomers in their mixtures. Generally, the two different enantiomers of the drug candidates show completely distinct pharmacological

Fig. 12  (a) FESEM image of PANI twisted nanotubes synthesized in HCl/iPrOH/water mixed solvent. (b and c) TEM images of left- and right-handed twisted nanotubes. (d) Schematic diagram illustrating the evolution from OANI twisted nanoribbons to PANI twisted nanotubes. Reprinted with permission from ref. 65. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
effects. For safety and therapeutic effects, a pure enantiomer should be an optimum selection instead of racemic mixtures. Therefore, the enantioselective recognition and separation toward chiral compounds become very crucial in the field of pharmaceuticals and biotechnology. The appearance of CCP nanomaterials has opened new avenues toward achieving these goals.

3.1. Enantioselective separation

CCPs with optical activity have shown promising potential as novel chiral stationary phases for the chromatographic separation of enantiomeric chemicals. With relatively high specific surface areas, CCP nanomaterials are anticipated to possess excellent abilities toward enantioselective separation applications. For example, PANI has the potential to act as a more general host matrix for various chiral molecules due to its doping/dedoping properties. Huang et al. reported that chiral PANI in the emeraldine base form could be employed to separate a racemic mixture of amino acids into their enantiomeric forms.\(^\text{66}\) Besides, chiral poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) prepared in the presence of a chiral anion could be used to chirally separate \(R\)- and \(S\)-mandelic acid using CV and squarewave voltammetry.\(^\text{67}\) Evidently, the protons of the protonated acid transferred between the solution and chiral PEDOT-modified electrode. These may have potential applications in the high-pressure liquid-chromatography-based enantioselective analysis of chiral chemicals.

Recently, Zhou et al.\(^\text{64}\) reported that the twisted ribbon-like nanostructures of an aniline oligomer could be utilized for the chiral recognition and separation of phenylalanine (Phe). In the incubation experiment, chiral ribbon-like nanostructures were firstly introduced into the solution of racemic Phe at a given concentration. After mixing for a period of time, the dispersion solution was filtered to separate the filtrate liquid and filter residue. Then, this liquid was measured by CD and UV-vis techniques to estimate the enantiomeric species and concentration of residual amino acids. Based on the measurement results, it was found that left-handed ribbon-like nanostructures of the aniline oligomer could adsorb more \(l\)-Phe than \(d\)-Phe from the racemic mixture, while more \(d\)-Phe was removed from the mixture using right-handed nanostructures. The enantioselective uptake of twisted ribbon-like nanostructures toward racemic Phe can be ascribed to the strong binding interaction between the aniline oligomer and amino acid, as well as their matching spatial geometries. This binding interaction might include the hydrophobic force and H-bonding interactions between the two species. Since the chiral species had a given spatial structure, the spatial matching degree for aniline oligomer and Phe enantiomer could influence the intermolecular interactions and contacting area. Once the oligomer molecule was found to be suitable for the Phe enantiomer with regard to molecular conformation, the interaction and binding between them could be enhanced, resulting in enhanced uptake. In contrast, the binding driving forces would be reduced for unmatched conformations; therefore, only a few enantiomers were removed.

When compared with the twisted nanoribbons of aniline oligomers, PANI twisted nanotubes possessed larger specific surface area and better environment stability due to their higher molecular weight, thereby exhibiting more efficient ability for enantioselective separation.\(^\text{65}\) The incubation experiment of PANI twisted nanotubes was performed in a way similar to that for the twisted nanoribbon of the aniline oligomer; CD and UV-vis techniques were employed to detect the filtrate liquid. With tryptophan (Try) as an example, it was found that PANI with left-handed twisted nanotubes exhibited better removal ability toward \(l\)-Try, while \(d\)-Try preferred to adsorb onto the surface of PANI right-handed twisted nanotubes. In particular, the enantiomeric excess [ee (%)] value of PANI nanotubes with more left-handed structures toward racemic Try was evaluated to be about 72.6%, while it was about 37.5% for right-handed PANI nanotubes. For recovering the amino acid, after the initial incubation experiments, the incubation mixture was filtered, and the filter residue was added into an aqueous solution of low-concentration inorganic acid. After that, the mixtures were filtered again to obtain the new filtrate liquid, which was again subjected to CD and UV-vis techniques to estimate the amount of amino acids. Evidently, most of the Try adsorbed onto the PANI twisted nanotubes (\(\geq 90\%\)) could be desorbed by the above method. More importantly, single-handed PANI nanotubes that were subjected to the desorption experiment were able to again adsorb and selectively remove Try according to the chiral character. Fig. 13a shows the ee (%) values of single-handed PANI twisted nanotubes toward racemic amino acid Try for four cycles, revealing high stability of the chiral nanotubes toward enantioselective separation. Besides, PANI nanotubes with a single-handed character could also separate racemic Phe, glutamic acid (Glu), and alanine (Ala) (Fig. 13b). Evidently, such PANI chiral nanotubes exhibited better enantioselective separation ability toward four amino acids than the twisted nanoribbons of the aniline oligomer.

3.2. Enantioselective sensing

Molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs) that act as a tool for the recognition and separation of enantiomeric chemicals have garnered considerable interest. An approach with CPs was explored by Deore et al.\(^\text{68}\) for the first time. In their experiment, an overoxidized PPY film was imprinted with \(l\)-glutamate; thereafter, the PPY film could be used to distinguish between \(l\)- and \(d\)-glutamic acid. They found that the PPY film as the template could repeatedly recognize \(l\)-glutamate more than ten times using different methods (such as electrochemical and fluorescence techniques). Contrary enantioselectivity was exhibited for a similar PPY MIP templated with \(d\)-glutamic acid. The PPY films were also found to show enantioselectivity toward other chiral amino acids. An advantage of these PPYs over MIPs based on conventional polymers might be the fact that the complementary chiral cavity could be simply constructed with the simultaneous expulsion of the anionic template species via an electrochemical overoxidation/dedoping process. Using a similar preparation method, PPY MIPs fabricated
with l-lactate could also be obtained and used for chiral separations.\textsuperscript{69} The latter imprinted PPY was modified onto carbon fibers that was packed into an electromodulated column, which exhibited outstanding enantioselectivity for the uptake of l-amino acids over d-amino acids. Other PPY MIPs fabricated with l- and d-tyrosine\textsuperscript{70} or l- and d-aspartic acid\textsuperscript{71} were also reported with relatively high enantioselectivities for amino acids.

Chiral PPY nanowires doped with chiral CSA molecules have been used as the enantioselective matrix for chiral Phe.\textsuperscript{72} In this matrix, multiple noncovalent interactions between CSA molecules and PPY chains mainly included electrostatic force and H-bonding interactions, which could provide multiple anchoring positions in chiral recognition. Evidently, the enantioselective recognition of chiral Phe can be detected by measuring the changes in the conductivity or CD spectra. Besides, chiral emeraldine base films derived from electrochemically generated PANI-S-HCSA and PANI-R-HCSA films have been reported to show enantioselectivity toward l- and d-Phe.\textsuperscript{73}

Costello \textit{et al.} fabricated a chiral sensor using chiral poly-(3-substituted-pyrrole)s for detecting the vapor phases of enantiomers.\textsuperscript{18} In this preparation strategy, they first coated the corresponding monomer onto the poly(vinylidene)-difluoride membrane (where the polymerization reaction took place in the membrane). After that, the membrane coated by CP was mounted onto two silver contacts to form a chiral sensor. When the sensors in the vapor phase were exposed to different enantiomers [such as linonene, carvone, 2-butanol, and (R- and S-menthol)], changes in the electrical resistance were detected in order to determine the species and amount of enantiomers. It was found that the sensors afforded tremendous discrimination abilities toward different enantiomers. The experimental results confirmed that these chiral substituents on the CP chain played a key role in the enantioselective sensing application. Besides, it was also reported that a sensor based on S-mandelate-doped PPY could be used to enantioselectively discriminate between R- and S-mandelate.\textsuperscript{74}

Recently, Zou \textit{et al.} used highly ordered and long PANI helical microfibers to fabricate a gas sensor.\textsuperscript{47} First, they deposited chiral PANI fiber-like microstructures onto a Si substrate and then moved the SnO\textsubscript{2} nanofibers as a shadow mask to attach across a single-handed PANI fiber. An 80 nm-thick gold film was then vacuum-evaporated; subsequently, the mask was removed by a probe (Fig. 14a and b). The chiral sensor based on these PANI helical fibers could exhibit good chiral sensing ability toward chiral 2-aminohexane as the target species. In the chiral sensing experiment, a sensor with two gold electrodes at the ends was exposed to the vapor phase of 2-aminohexane enantiomer by changing the concentrations. In chiral aminohexane vapor at 225 ppm, the sensor based on the left-handed fiber exhibited evident enantioselective recognition toward the aminohexane, whose response to racemic aminohexane was found to be between those for the two enantiomers. It was suggested that the ability of the helical microfibers could originate from the intermolecular interactions between CSA and chiral aminohexane. Since the chiral molecules have relatively stable steric spatial conformations, the interaction among them can be strengthened if their conformations match. On the contrary, unmatched spatial structures can weaken the intermolecular interactions. With regard to the left-handed PANI fibers doped with S-CSA, the S-CSA molecule exhibited spatial conformations similar to those of S-aminohexane due to the similar chiral features. Therefore, they would interact with each other; further, because of the similar molecular sizes, electron transformation from S-aminohexane to PANI-S-CSA complex was favored (Fig. 14c). With regard to the right-handed PANI fibers doped with R-CSA, the inverse chiral recognition could be ascribed to the corresponding result, which was more favorable for R-2-aminohexane (Fig. 14d).

Feng \textit{et al.} used chiral PANI as the working electrode to distinguish the Ala configuration \textit{via} the electrochemical method (\textit{e.g.}, CV).\textsuperscript{75} Once the chiral conformation of the PANI chains became the same as that of the chiral Ala molecule, they would interact with each other for transferring the electrons. As a result, the peak current of the CV as well as the corrosive current increased; accordingly, the corrosive potential and open-circuit potential decreased. Binaphthol-containing electroactive polymers were proposed by Kang \textit{et al.} for use as...
chiral amine sensors to distinguish between various chiral amine analytes.76

4. Conclusions and outlook

In this review, we presented a comprehensive overview of CCP nanomaterials with discussions ranging from their synthesis and mechanism to applications in enantioselective separation and sensing. Two different strategies involving chiral and achiral preparations have been summarized to prepare a variety of CCP nanostructures, namely, nanoparticles, nanofilms, nanotubes, nanofibers, nanorices, hexagonal microplates, twisted nanofibers, twisted nanotubes, twisted nanoribbons, nanohelixes, and so on. Although chiral nanostructures were not always found in the products, their chiroptical properties could usually be detected by the CD technique. This technique can be used to detect the differences in the molar extinction coefficients when passing left- and right-handed circularly polarized light through a sample of the compound ($\Delta \varepsilon = \varepsilon_L - \varepsilon_R$). CD measurements were also confirmed to be efficient in the detection of the conformational asymmetry of macromolecules. CD signals of the CCP nanomaterials revealed that they should contain polymer chains with asymmetrical (helical or twisted) conformations or arrangements in the materials. Control over the nanostructure and chiroptical properties of CCPs exhibited promising results with respect to their functions, which is significant for their potential applications.

Evidently, new development in the synthesis (particularly achiral preparation) and characterization of CCP nanomaterials have been seen in the past two decades. Significant progress has been achieved with regard to control over the nanostructures and optical activity of the CCPs. However, there are several fundamental scientific problems that still remain unresolved with respect to the chirality of such materials. (1) In chiral preparation, chirality transfer from chiral factors to chiral polymer chains and twisted nanostructures are still not well understood. (2) In achiral preparation, the origin of chirality in CCP nanomaterials has been proposed, but this still needs to be confirmed by additional and key experimental results. (3) Controllable and facile fabrication of highly pure single-handed CCP nanomaterials in achiral systems remains to be a scientific challenge until now. The scientific problems encountered in these fields can be suggested to be new research directions for the future.

With regard to the application of CCP nanomaterials in enantioselective separation and sensing, past works have revealed the wonderful prospect of these materials to be applied in these fields. In fact, the enantioselective separation and sensing functions of highly efficient CCP nanomaterials have not been explored until now. In related experiments, it has been difficult to explain why CCP nanomaterials show different enantioselective abilities for chiral compounds with similar chemical structures. Therefore, additional and comprehensive studies are required to gain insights into the enantioselective mechanisms as well as to control the separation and sensing processes.
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